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Objective: To ascertain if infectious mononucleosis is a risk factor for the development of multiple sclerosis (MS); and, if it is, whether its effect is close to or remote in time from the onset of MS.

METHODS

Population and data

The Oxford record linkage study (ORLS) includes brief statistical abstracts of records of all hospital admissions (including day cases) in NHS hospitals, and all deaths regardless of where they occurred, in defined populations within the former Oxford NHS region, from January 1, 1963 to March 31, 1999. The hospital data were collected routinely in the NHS as the Oxford Regional Health Authority’s hospital discharge statistics. The death data derive from death certificates. Data collected covered two health districts and their associated hospitals from 1963 (population 850,000), six districts from 1975 (population 1.9 million) and all districts and hospitals in the region from 1987 (population 2.5 million). The data for each person were linked together routinely as part of the region’s health information system. They are anonymised and archived. The infectious mononucleosis cohort was obtained by selecting records of people less than 60 years of age admitted for various medical and surgical conditions. This is our “reference” group of patients that has been used in other studies of inter-relations between diseases. We considered that cases of MS in the reference cohort would approximate to those in the general population of the region while allowing for migration from it (data on migration of individuals were not available). This makes the assumption, which we cannot test, that out-migration from the infectious mononucleosis and reference cohorts are similar. Anyone with a reference condition and infectious mononucleosis is associated with MS. Its role is probably as an initiator of the disease process of MS, or as a contributor to its early development, rather than as an activator of latent, existing disease.

Abbreviations: MS, multiple sclerosis; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central nervous system in which the myelin sheath of nerve fibres is destroyed. Its aetiology is largely unknown but an autoimmune process, after an infectious or non-infectious environmental exposure, is likely to be a contributing cause. Viral infection has long been suspected of playing a part in MS. There is increasing evidence that infection with the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is implicated. However, the timescale on which infection might act is still unclear. Seroprevalence studies suggest that EBV infection may be an initiating aetiological factor, remote in time from the onset of MS; a later effect that influences the clinical manifestation of disease; or even a consequence of the onset of MS, perhaps resulting from increased susceptibility to infection.

In 2000, Ascherio and Munch undertook a systematic review of the case-control studies of EBV infection and MS. They identified eight studies in which EBV serology had been compared between people with MS and controls. They concluded that the consistency of association across the studies supported the likelihood that EBV plays a part in the aetiology of MS. In subsequent work, Ascherio et al. and Levin et al undertook further case-control studies, nested within cohort studies that had been established for other purposes, in which serum had been stored before the onset of MS. They showed an association between EBV and MS in which EBV infection had occurred well before the onset of symptoms of MS. Marrie et al. in a case-control study, reported an increase in risk of MS in people who had evidence of EBV infection in the year before onset of MS. Lindberg et al linked data from a cohort of people with infectious mononucleosis—a common infectious disease in children, teenagers, and young adults that is caused by EBV—to a register of people with MS. Based on three cases of MS, they reported a significant increase of risk with a mean time interval of 12 years between infectious mononucleosis and MS.
mononucleosis was entered into the “infectious mononucleosis” cohort from the time of admission with infectious mononucleosis. We searched the database for any subsequent record of MS in the infectious mononucleosis cohort and the reference cohort.

**Statistical methods**

We calculated standardised rates of subsequent MS in each cohort—the infectious mononucleosis and reference cohort—based on person years at risk. We took “date of entry” into each cohort as date of first admission for infectious mononucleosis or reference condition and “date of exit” as the date of subsequent admission for MS if it occurred, death, or 31 March, 1999, whichever was the earliest. We standardised by age (in five year age groups), sex, calendar year of first recorded admission (in single years), and district of residence. The combined infectious mononucleosis and reference cohorts were used as the standard population (that is, we used internal standardisation). We did the standardisation by calculating, within each age-sex-year-district stratum, the rate of MS per person years at risk in the standard population; and by applying this rate to the person years at risk in each equivalent stratum in each individual infectious mononucleosis and reference cohort. This gave us an expected number in each stratum in each cohort. For each cohort, we then summed the expected numbers across all the strata, and compared the summed expected with the summed observed number. We expressed these as an overall standardised rate, for each cohort, by adjusting the ratio of observed to expected numbers by the crude rate of MS in the standard population. We then calculated the ratio of the standardised rate of occurrence in the infectious mononucleosis cohort relative to that in the reference cohort. The confidence interval for the rate ratio and χ² statistics for its significance were calculated as described elsewhere.¹⁰

Each five year age group of infectious mononucleosis patients was compared with as many people with the reference conditions as there were on file in each age group. We did this to increase the precision of our estimates. We divided time intervals from infection to outcome into less than 1 year apart, 1–4, 5–9, and 10 years or more apart.

**RESULTS**

There were 2767 patients in the infectious mononucleosis cohort. Their mean age at first admission was 18 years and the average length of follow up was 15.3 years. Table 1 shows the age distribution of the infectious mononucleosis patients at the time of first admission. Sixty per cent were under 20 years of age at the time of first recorded admission. There were 640 163 people in the reference cohort with a mean number of 53 347 in each five year age stratum (range 32 205 to 83 436 people in each stratum).

Overall, our results showed a non-significant association between infectious mononucleosis and subsequent MS (rate ratio 2.2; 95% confidence intervals 0.8 to 4.8 (table 2). However, all six cases of infectious mononucleosis followed by MS occurred 10 or more years after admission for infectious mononucleosis and, at that time interval, this gave a ratio that was significantly high (rate ratio 4.0; 95% confidence intervals 1.5 to 8.9). We inspected the results for each individual condition in the reference cohort as well as for the cohort as a whole. We did this to ensure that no individual condition had an undue influence on the overall result. It did not; and, in particular, the group of upper respiratory diseases showed no association with subsequent MS.

### Table 1 Age distribution of study population of people admitted to hospital with infectious mononucleosis: number and percentage of people in each age group at time of admission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (years)</th>
<th>Infectious mononucleosis</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–9</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–14</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2767</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Number of people in the infectious mononucleosis cohort with MS (“observed number”), expected number, ratio of rates in the infectious mononucleosis cohort to those in the reference cohort, and 95% confidence intervals for the rate ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus infection</th>
<th>Observed number of MS in infectious mononucleosis cohort</th>
<th>Expected number of MS in infectious mononucleosis cohort</th>
<th>Adjusted rate ratio†</th>
<th>95% Confidence intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis after:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious mononucleosis—all intervals</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.79 to 4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤1 year</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 to 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 to 6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–9 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 to 6.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.48 to 8.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICD codes for infectious mononucleosis: ICD7 093, ICD8 075, ICD9 075, ICD10 827. ICD codes for multiple sclerosis: ICD7 345, ICD8 340, ICD9 340, ICD10 G35. Conditions used in reference cohort with Office of Population Censuses and Surveys code edition 4 for operations and ICD9 code for diagnosis (with equivalent codes used for other coding editions): appendicectomy (OPCS 441–444); tonsillectomy/adenoidectomy (230–236); squint (ICD9 378); otitis externa, otitis media (380–382); varicose veins (454), upper respiratory infections (460–466), deflected nasal septum, nasal polyp (470–471); impacted tooth and other disorders of teeth (520–521); ingrowing toenail and other disorders of nail (700); sebaceous cyst (700-2); internal derangement of knee (717); bunion (727.1); limp fracture (810–816, 823–826); dislocations, sprains and strains (830–839, 840–848); superficial injury and contusion (910–919, 920–924). *Based on the rates in the infectious mononucleosis cohort and reference cohort combined. †Adjusted for sex, age in five year bands, district of residence, and time period in single calendar years.
The mean age at admission for infectious mononucleosis of the six people who subsequently developed MS was 17 years (range 12 to 22). The mean time period from infectious mononucleosis to first recorded admission for MS was 14 years (range 11 to 18 years).

DISCUSSION

It is probable that several factors interact to cause MS. In susceptible people, an initiating event is followed by a response that leads to the destruction of myelin. Susceptibility may include not only genetic predisposition but also dietary and nutritional factors. The response to initiating events may be influenced by environmental factors—in particular, the latitude related distribution of MS may be a consequence of the protective effect of solar radiation on the development of MS. The lack of winter sunshine in countries far from the equator may reduce vitamin D production; and there is evidence that vitamin D may be an inhibitor of processes that lead to MS.

In recent years evidence has accumulated that EBV infection also plays a part in the causality network of development of MS. In attempting to find out whether EBV infection is an initiating event in the development of MS in some people, our analysis has the strength that the temporal relation between infection and MS can be studied. Furthermore, unlike case control studies based on recall of infections in the distant past, it is not dependent on the accuracy of memory. A limitation is that it is confined to patients whose infection was serious enough to lead to hospital admission. Infection with EBV is common; and it uncommonly leads to hospital admission. This means that our study design is very dilute, in the following sense: it is a comparison between one group of people, all of whom had infectious mononucleosis, and another, the reference cohort, some of whom will have had EBV infection without hospital admission. As others have commented, the high prevalence of EBV infection in people without MS is a problem for most epidemiological study designs of EBV and MS.

Because our study is restricted to patients who were admitted to NHS hospitals, the question arises of whether factors that influence the likelihood of admission might have biased our results. One reason for stratifying the cohorts for district of residence and year of admission was that both factors may be associated with clinical thresholds for admission to hospital. We therefore stratified by these variables to make the infectious mononucleosis and reference cohorts equivalent in these respects. There is no routine collection of clinical data on outpatients in England and therefore no data exist on the percentage of people with infectious mononucleosis who are treated as outpatients and inpatients. There are also no routinely available clinical data on use of the private sector for hospital care. Private expenditure figures on health care are available for the United Kingdom as a whole. They show that private expenditure, as a percentage of all healthcare expenditure, has increased from 3.5% in 1973 (the earliest available data) to 8.5% in 1998. Thus, the use of private hospital care is small and, furthermore, it is predominantly used for elective surgery rather than acute medical care. We doubt that many people acutely ill enough to require hospital care for infectious mononucleosis would have been admitted to private rather than NHS hospitals in the period covered by the study. We also think that most patients with MS would have been admitted for NHS care on at least one occasion. Although there has probably been a tendency towards ambulatory rather than hospital care for MS patients recently, the decision on whether or not to admit MS patients is unlikely to have been influenced by whether they had had an admission for infectious mononucleosis many years previously.

There are two published studies that used similar designs to ours. The study by Lindberg et al used a cohort of records of infectious mononucleosis linked to records of MS. They reported a significant association between infectious mononucleosis and MS, based on three cases of MS in the cohort, with a long time interval between the two conditions. Marrie et al undertook a case-control study, of MS and controls, using a dataset of computerised general practice records with a more limited timeframe. They found a significant association between the conditions, based on five cases of infectious mononucleosis among the cases of MS, with a year or less between the two conditions. Our study, too, is based on small numbers of people with both infectious mononucleosis and MS. However, studies of similar design could be performed using other longstanding linked databases—for example, in the Scandinavian countries, Scotland and Western Australia—to increase numbers on which to base firm conclusions.

In conclusion, we found a significant association between infectious mononucleosis and MS 10 years and more apart. The mean interval from infectious mononucleosis to MS was 14 years. This compares with the interval of 12 years reported by Lindberg et al. Our findings add epidemiological evidence to the likelihood that EBV is a cause of MS in some people. They add also to the evidence that the effect of EBV infection is remote in time. This being so, it suggests that EBV infection is probably an initiator of MS rather than an activator of clinical manifestations of latent disease.
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APHORISM OF THE MONTH

“If you always do what you always did, you always get what you always got.”
(Anon)

One of the defining characteristics of human beings is held to be their capacity to learn from experience, yet how often is the response to delivery failure to increase the exhortation just to do better or work smarter, rather than think of another way of tackling the issue? Even the current fashion for scenario planning tends to reinforce this. It is customary to have three scenarios:

* business as usual
* smart working with performance management
* doing things differently

The problem is that, like circus animals trained to jump through hoops, health planners and managers don’t know what they don’t know, and may have a limited repertoire of response to complex problems. The only way to break new ground in to lateral problem solving is by creating environments that embrace diverse analysis, ideas, and experiences.
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